Introduction
In the past fifteen years or so there has been impressive progress in the theoretical understanding of the structure, representation and control of linear multivariable systems. In contrast, workers in the field have paid little attention to the computational aspects of systems problems.
This does not mean that algorithms for the solution of systems problems have not been developed. But most of the algorithms that have been pro--posed have never been seriously studied as far as stability convergence and similar issues are concerned. Even the LQG problem, bulwark of the so called "modern control theory" seems to be little understood from the computational point of view.
In this paper we undertake a study of solution methods for Linear Here a finite number of Lyapunov equations have to be solved.
This paper has been inspired by an important paper by KALMAN. Kalman's concern was the characterization of polynomials whose zeroes lie in certain algebraic domains (and the unification of the ideas of Her-mite are Lyapunov).
In this paper we show that the same ideas lead to finite algorithms for the solution of linear matrix equations.
This paper is divided into five sections. In section 2 we introduce the action fBA and prove a Basic Lemma. In section 3 we deal with the equation PA + BP = -C. In section 4 we analyze the Lyapunov equation,
give algorithms for its solution and comment on the arithmetic complexity.
In section 5 we deal with the equation P -A'PA Q and in section 6 we present numerical examples. 
The multiplication is well defined and satisfies the properties: Suppose that there exists a coset T + q u (x,y) such that
where T + u is a coset which contains the real number u # 0. Let qu (x,y) mod`Y be the polynomial of minimal degree in T + q u (x,y). We then have:
The idea therefore is to ensure that for Y' + (x+y) condition (3.2)
holds and to then construct such a polynomial qu(x,y)modT. This in turn implies that * 1 (x), ^2 (x) have a non-trivial common divisor which is a contradiction. Assume on the other hand that A i + u j # 0 for all i,j. Suppose then that there exists a k(x) of degree greater than or equal to one such that k(x)l* 1 (x) k(x)IYx). This would imply that l (x) and $ 2 ( x) have at least one root in common which contradicts our assumption.
It can be shown ( 2) that
We now prove the Proposition.
Assume that A i + u j # 0. We then have that 02
(x) and 9) (x) are relatively prime, which implies that there exist polynomials A e (x), ue(x),
for some element e 0 in R.
Let q u (x•y) = A e (x)ue(y)P (x,Y).
we must have (u = -e2) we have that
Suppose that there exist i -i' and j -j' such that
Evaluating ( 3.6) at x -^i , and y -Vy we have that 0 -u which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
As can be seen from the proof of Proposition 1 the polynomial qu(x,y)
can be constructed and this prescribes an algorithm for the solution of equation (3.1).
Algorithm for solving the Linear matrix equation PA + BP --C.
Al) Obtain 02 (x), *2 ( x) the characteristic polynomials of matrices A and B respectively. In this case where B = A' let us denote the action fBA by fA . Let (0 2 (x), ^2 (y)) be the ideal in R(x , y) generated by ^2 (x) and Yy)
where as previously f2{x) is the characteristic polynomial of A. We denote by t + g ( x,y) the cosets in R(x,y)jm. We then have the following corollary to Proposition 1. This means that q u ( x,y) as in (4.3) has integer coefficients. The polynomial qu (x,y)modO also has integer coefficients which implies that P u = fA(qu(x,y),-Q) is a matrix with integer entries. The algorithm is as follows:
M2) Obtain P02(x) = det(Ix -pA). M6) Obtain p P u = f ( pqu (x,y)mod p4, -pQ).
M7)
Repeat steps 1-6 for a sufficient number of primes and and using the Chinese Remainder Theorem find P and u --e2 M8 ) Set P = u • Pu.
Since considerable coefficient growth takes place in intermediate computations of the Integer algorithm a lot of storage is being used up.
In such cases it is advantageous to use the Modular Algorithm.
Arithmetic Complexity of the Integer Algorithm
We are concerned with the number of integer operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division) involved in running the Integer Algorithm when A and Q are n x n matrices, using classical operations.
Step I l : There are several methods for obtaining the Characteristic polynomial Yx) of a stability matrix. Evaluating ^2 (x) at n distinct points and then solving for the coefficients requires 0(n 4 ) operations.
If n is in the range n < 20 evaluating 0 2 (x) at x=1 where 0 2 (1) = A, X = flog 10nland then at x = 10X allows one to "read off" the coefficients of $ 2 (x) from a large integer: This procedure requires only 0(n3) operations.
Step I 2 : This step can be done in 0(n 2 ) operations.
Step 13: Solving a linear set of n equations simultaneously is an 0(n 3) operation.
Step Step I6: It can be done in 0 ( n 2 ) operations.
It can therefore be seen that the overall calculation requires 0(n4) operations in general and 0 ( n 3 ) operations in the special cases mentioned.
storage requirements are much harder to determine since the implementation is on a variable length word computer. We can see that the roots of ^ ( x) are 1 < i < n. We now prove the Proposition.
S. The equation P -
Assume that 1 -a i^j 0. We have that 2 ( x), ^3 (x) are relatively prime which implies that there exist polynomials Te (x), a e (x) such that 6.
Numerical Examples
We wish to compute
where x(t) is a solution to
The system modelled by (*) is of the form where the number of blocks is finite. 
